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PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the  
 FIRESTONE TIRE BUILDING   
 

REQUEST:  Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument 
 
APPLICANT:   Art Deco Society of Los Angeles 
 
APPLICANT’S  Charles J. Fisher  
REPRESENTATIVE:  140 S. Avenue 57 
    Los Angeles, CA 90042 
 
OWNER: BFS Retail and Commercial Operations, LLC 
 535 Marriott Drive, 9th Floor 
    Nashville, TN  37214 

  
RECOMMENDATION  That the Cultural Heritage Commission: 
 

1. Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative Code 
Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7   

 
2. Adopt the report findings. 

 

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE 
Director of Planning 
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]          
    
Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager   
Office of Historic Resources   
 

Prepared by: 
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]   
      
Edgar Garcia, Preservation Planner 
Office of Historic Resources 
 
Attachments: Historic-Cultural Monument Application 
  
  

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

 
HEARING DATE: April 5, 2012 
TIME:  3:00 PM 
PLACE:  City Hall, Room 1010 
  200 N. Spring Street 
  Los Angeles, CA   
  90012 

CASE NO.: CHC-2012-195-HCM 
                    ENV-2012-196-CE 
 
Location: 800 S. La Brea Ave 
Council District: 4 
Community Plan Area: Wilshire 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Greater Wilshire 
Legal Description: FR 17, Tract TR 4642 
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FINDINGS 

 
The building “embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type 
specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction” as 
an example of Streamline Moderne style auto-related architecture.   

 
CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) FINDINGS 
 
The Commission hereby recommends that Council find the proposed designation of the 
Firestone Tire Building as a Historic-Cultural Monument to be exempt from further analysis 
under the California Environmental Quality Act pursuant to Title 14 of the California Code of 
Regulations, Sections 15308 (Class 8) and 15331 (Class 31). 
 
CRITERIA 
 
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures 
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community 
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important 
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Constructed in 1937, this one-story commercial building exhibits character-defining features of 
the Streamline Moderne style.  Located at the intersection of S. La Brea Ave and 8th Street, the 
subject building has two primary facades at the northern and western elevations and is square 
in plan.  The curved northwest corner of the building creates a continuous elevation and is a 
primary character-defining feature of the building. Constructed of masonry, the building exhibits 
a bowstring truss roof.  The western façade is highlighted by a distinctive, cantilevered overhang 
that abuts the buildings south wall and the adjacent building.  A large, bow tie shaped metal 
pole sign reading “Firestone” is affixed atop the canopy facing 8th Ave.   Individual metal box 
letters spelling out “Firestone” and “Complete Car Service” are attached at the roof line on both 
facades.  The exterior is clad with porcelain enamel panels interrupted by large, open bays for 
auto access.  A string of metal and glass storefront windows punctuate the elevations.  The 
interior consists of a waiting room, office space, and large open auto servicing areas. 
 
Built by the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, it was used as a retail outlet for the company’s 
tires and related automotive products.  Designed by structural engineer R.E. Ward in 1937, the 
garage remains one of the flagship stores of the company’s operations in Los Angeles. 
 
An alteration to the garage was an additional roof sign constructed in 1962. While other 
alterations may have occurred, they appear not to be documented in building permits.  The 
subject building appears to retain sufficient architectural integrity.   
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DISCUSSION 
 
The Firestone Tire Building property successfully meets one of the specified Historic-Cultural 
Monument criteria: “embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type 
specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction.”  As a 
auto-related commercial building designed in the Streamline Moderne, the property qualifies for 
designation as a Historic-Cultural Monument based on this criterion.  

 
BACKGROUND 
 
At its meeting of February 2, 2012, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the 
application under consideration.  On March 1, 2012, the Cultural Heritage Commission toured 
the subject property.  

 
CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) REVIEW 
 
State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 “consists of actions 
taken by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the 
maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory 
process involves procedures for protection of the environment.” 
 
State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 “consists of projects 
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, 
conservation or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary 
of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for 
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings.” 
 
The designation of the Firestone Tire Building property as a Historic-Cultural Monument in 
accordance with Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (“LAAC”) 
will ensure that future construction activities involving the subject property are regulated in 
accordance with Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC.  The purpose of the designation is to prevent 
significant impacts to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the standards set 
forth in the LAAC.  Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the 
historic significance and integrity of the subject property could be lost through incompatible 
alterations and new construction and the demolition of irreplaceable historic structures.  The 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards of Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC 
and provide standards concerning the historically appropriate construction activities which will 
ensure the continued preservation of the subject property.   
 
The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed designation is 
consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and protecting the environment 
through the imposition of regulations designed to prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural 
Monuments. 
 
The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed designation is 
consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and 
reconstruction of Historic buildings in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings. 
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PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the  
 FIRESTONE TIRE BUILDING   
 

REQUEST:  Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument 
 
APPLICANT:   Art Deco Society of Los Angeles 
 
APPLICANT’S  Charles J. Fisher  
REPRESENTATIVE:  140 S. Avenue 57 
    Los Angeles, CA 90042 
 
OWNER: BFS Retail and Commercial Operations, LLC 
 535 Mariott Drive, 9th Floor 
    Nashville, TN  37214 

  
RECOMMENDATION  That the Cultural Heritage Commission: 
 

1. Take the property under consideration as a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los 
Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.10(c)4 
because the application and accompanying photo documentation suggest the submittal 
may warrant further investigation. 

 
2. Adopt the report findings. 

 

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE 
Director of Planning 
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]    [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]      
     
Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager  Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources  Office of Historic Resources 
 
Prepared by: 
[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]    
 ________________________ 
Edgar Garcia, Preservation Planner 
Office of Historic Resources 
 
Attachments: Historic-Cultural Monument Application 
  

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

 
HEARING DATE: February 2, 2012 
TIME:  10:00 AM 
PLACE:  City Hall, Room 1010 
  200 N. Spring Street 
  Los Angeles, CA   
  90012 

CASE NO.: CHC-2012-195-HCM 
                    ENV-2012-196-CE 
 
Location: 800 S. La Brea Ave 
Council District: 4 
Community Plan Area: Wilshire 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Greater Wilshire 
Legal Description: FR 17, Tract TR 4642 
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SUMMARY 
 
Constructed in 1937, this one-story commercial building exhibits character-defining features of 
the Streamline Moderne style.  Located at the intersection of S. La Brea Ave and 8th Street, the 
subject building has two primary facades at the northern and western elevations and is square 
in plan.  The curved northwest corner of the building creates a continuous elevation and is a 
primary character-defining feature of the building. Constructed of masonry, the building exhibits 
a bowstring truss roof.  The western façade is highlighted by a distinctive, cantilevered overhang 
that abuts the buildings south wall and the adjacent building.  A large, bow tie shaped metal 
pole sign reading “Firestone” is affixed atop the canopy facing 8th Ave.   Individual metal box 
letters spelling out “Firestone” and “Complete Car Service” are attached at the roof line on both 
facades.  The exterior is clad with porcelain enamel panels interrupted by large, open bays for 
auto access.  A string of metal and glass storefront windows punctuate the elevations.  The 
interior consists of a waiting room, office space, and large open auto servicing areas. 
 
Built by the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, it was used as a retail outlet for the company’s 
tires and related automotive products.  Designed by structural engineer R.E. Ward in 1937, the 
garage remains one of the flagship stores of the company’s operations in Los Angeles. 
 
An alteration to the garage was an additional roof sign constructed in 1962. While other 
alterations may have occurred, they appear not to be documented in building permits.  The 
subject building appears to retain sufficient architectural integrity.   
 
CRITERIA 
 
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures 
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community 
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important 
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age. 
 
FINDINGS 
 
Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that 
the application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further 
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument. 



Historic-Cultural Monument 

Application 

 
TYPE OR PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS 

 
Identification 
 
1. name of proposed monument      Firestone Tire Building                          _  

2. street address                       800 S. La Brea Avenue                             _ 

city  _      Los Angeles   zip code  ____90038    council district                       4                            _ 

3.  assessor’s parcel no.                                5084-003-001                                       _ 

4. complete legal description:   tract   Tract No. 4642, Wilshire Highlands,  as per map  in Book 50, Pages 42   

and 43 of Maps filed, in the Office of the Los Angeles County Recorder.           _ 

Block      N/A         Lot(s)   117 and 263   _   arb. no.       N/A       _ 

 5. range of addresses     800 thru 808 S. La Brea Avenue and 5220 thru 5230 W. 8th Street       _  

 6. present owner      BFS Retail and Commercial c/o Tax Department         _ 

street address    535 Marriott Drive, 9th Floor          _ 

city    Nashville   state TN zip code 37214 phone (615) 937-3952  Email:         _ 

owner is:     private   X             public                                                _ 

7. present use   Retail tire store and garage    original use _  Retail Tire Store and garage      _ 

 
Description 
 
8. architectural style        Streamline Moderne                        _ 

9. state present physical description of the site or structure (see optional description worksheet) 

             (see description worksheet)                    

                             _              

                               _              

                               _              

                      _      

               _       

               _         

                             _   

                                _             

                               _              
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Name of Proposed Monument       Firestone Tire Building                  

 
10. construction date: factual _            1937            _estimated                                _ 

11. architect , designer, or engineer:                                        R. E. Ward        _ 

12. contractor or other builder:                    Owner Build         _ 

13. dates of enclosed photographs _          October 29, 2011                         _ 

14. condition:  excellent      good      fair      deteriorated       no longer in existence 

alterations:     An additional roof sign was added in 1962.            _ 

15. threats to site none known    private development   vandalism   public works project 

16. is the structure  on its original site   moved   unknown 

17. significance 
 briefly state historical and/or architectural importance; include dates, events, and persons associated 

with site (see optional significance worksheet) Built in 1937, this unique Streamline Moderne garage 

building was built by the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company as a retail outlet for the companies tires and 

related products.  The 12,250 square foot building was designed to be the most modern of public garage 

facilities, using the then popular Streamline Moderne style and the use of porcelain steel to create a 

facility that called out the upmost in modern style to sell the upmost in modern tire and rubber 

automotive products.  The building has been continually used by the Firestone company for almost 75 

years and remains as one of the flagship stores of the companies operations.  The building remains under 

the ownership of Firestone’s parent company.  It is an excellent unaltered example of a Streamline 

Moderne garage building, designed by the structural engineer, R. E. Ward, the building is noted for its 

unusual design in such publications as David Gebhard and Robert W. Winter’s “Architecture in Los 

Angeles-A Compleat Guide”.                                  _ 

18. sources (list books, documents, surveys, personal interviews with dates) Los Angeles City Building permits per 

attached,  LA County assessors records, recorded deeds,  Census  Records, Los_ Angeles County  

Subdivision Maps, Los Angeles Times articles, Cultural Resources section of the Wilshire/La Brea 

project EIR prepared by Chattel Architecture, Planning and Preservation,  contemporary brochures on 

porcelain steel buildings and the historic Property Survey Report for the Westside Subway Extension.    _  

date form prepared   January 11, 2012     preparer’s name              Charles J. Fisher                                                _ 

organization    Art Deco Society of Los Angeles    street address    140 S. Avenue 57        _ 

               city _Highland Park      state _CA     zip code        90042   phone  _ (323) 256-3593          _ 

  E-mail address: _____  __arroyoseco@hotmail.com         _ 
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DESCRIPTION WORK SHEET 
 

type or print in all capital block letters 
 

the _    Firestone Tire Building   _ is a  __  1         story, 
                                                                         name of proposed monument                                                                                                                                                         number of stories 

 

   Streamline Moderne     _,   _ square              plan     auto service building     _ 
                   architectural  style  (see liine 8 above)                                                          plan shape   (see chart)                                                                          structure use (residence, etc)   

   

with a          Porcelain steel        _ finish and                   steel                       trim.   
               material (wood siding, wood shingles, brick, stucco, etc                                                                                                                                                  material (wood, metal, etc.)   

   

its       flat    roof is  covered with rolled composition   .         glass and steel    , 
                         roof shape (see chart))                                                                            material (clay tile, asphalt or wood shingles                                                                      WINDOW MATERIAL 

 
    large glass and steel display windows                 _ are part of the design. 
window type [double hung (slides up & down), casement (opens out), horizontal sliding, etc]                             

 

the entry features a  two large open auto bay doors and glass and steel door to the waiting room_ 
                                                                                                                          door location (recessed, centered, off-center, corner, etc.)                                                                                                                                                                         

 
with a _   steel framed glass commercial type     door. Additional character defining elements 
                                    entry door style (see chart) 

 
of the structure are porcelain  enamel  panels  covering  the upper portions of the two street facing  
                                                                     identify original features such as porches (see chart); balconies; number and shape of dormers (see chart);  

 
facades  (West  and  North)  with large  service  bay  doorways  in  both  facades.   The  West  façade  is  
number and location of chimneys; shutters; secondary finish materials; parapets; metal trim; decorative tile or cast stone; arches;  

 
distinguished  by  a  large  cantilevered  overhang  of  the truss supported  roof .     The  glass  enclosed  
ornamental woodwork; symmetry or asymmetry; cornices; friezes; towers or turrets; bay windows; halftimbering; horizontality;  

 
waiting room is situated at the Northwest corner of the building with the entry door facing West.  The  windows  
verticality; formality or informality; garden walls, etc. 

 
curve  at  the  Northwest  corner the same  as  the porcelain  above them,    The cantilevered  roof dominates  the  
additional defining elements 

 
Southwest portion of  the  building  providing  a  covering  for  that  auto  entry  bay.     The  corbelled  underside  
additional defining elements  

 
descends by each plane  into the bay opening with each level highlighted  by  neon light fixtures.   The roof  abuts  
additional defining elements   
 
the building’s South wall and the adjacent structure to the South.   A porcelain covered bulkhead is at the  base  
additional defining elements  
 
of all of the windows.  The North facing entry is flanked by flush squared pilasters with three bands at the top.   
 additional defining elements  
 
The lowest bands  are a  continuation  of a lentil band at the top of the windows,    The top bands continues over   
additional defining elements  
 
the bay opening with only the center band being exclusive to the pilasters.  Both bay entries use steel “scissors”  
additional defining elements  
 
type security  covers when the building is closed.   Another contrasting  porcelain band follows the  
additional defining elements  
 
roofline.  The roof is  dominated by a large bow  tie shaped neon sign saying “Firestone” and individual  
additional defining elements  
 
neon canned letters are along the outer edge  of  the  roof  spelling  out  “Firestone”  and  “Complete  
additional defining elements  
 
Car Service”.  There appear to be several rectangular skylights on the roof as well.        _ 
additional defining elements  
 
secondary buildings consist of     There are no secondary buildings.          _  

     identify garage; garden shelter, etc.  

 
significant interior spaces include  A  large  automobile  service bay takes  up  most  of  the interior  
                                                                                                                                                                           Identify original features  such as wood paneling; moldings and trim, special glass windows,  

 
With the remainder being the waiting room and some office space          _ 
ornate ceilings; plaster moldings; light fixtures; painted decoration; ceramic tile; stair balustrades; built-in furniture, etc.  
 

 
historic-cultural monument application 

 



c  i  t  y    o  f    l  o  s     a  n  g  e  l  e  s  

Significance Work Sheet 
 

type or hand print in all capital block letters 

 
Complete One or Both of the Upper and Lower Portions of This Page 

 
Architectural Significance 

the _   Firestone Tire Building               is an important example of 
                           name of proposed monument 

 
_     Streamline Moderne                      architecture 

                           Architectural style (see line 8) 

 
and meets the cultural heritage ordinance because of the high quality of its design and the retention 
of its original form, detailing and integrity. 
 
 
 
 

Historical Significance 

 
The   _  Firestone Tire Building   _ was built in            1937                  _ 
   Name of proposed monument     year built 

 
   Firestone Tire and Rubber and Streamline Moderne Architecture           was important to the 

  Name of first or other significant owner         

 
development of Los Angeles because The Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, which was 

founded in 1900 by Harvey Firestone, was one of the largest and most influential tire 

companies in the world.  The company began in Akron Ohio.  An early contract with Ford Motor 

Company (1905) made the small Akron, Ohio tire company a major player in the new world of 

the automobile.  The Ford contract resulted in the immediate expansion of the small company’s 

production capacity.  All Model “T”s and Model “A”s came equipped  with Firestone Tires which 

continued to supply virtually all factory Ford tires until the mid-1990s.  This relationship was 

mostly due to a close personal friendship between Harvey Firestone and Henry Ford.  The 

Ford contract allowed Firestone to grow quickly, becoming a booming rival to fellow Akron 

based tire company, Goodyear.  By the end of World War I, Firestone was marketing tires in all 

48 states several foreign.  It built an Art Deco style factory in England in 1928.  The company 

had been marketing most of its tires through local gas stations and repair garages, but by the 

20s, had also begun to open its own retail garages.  This expansion slowed down during the 

great depression, when new car sales took a nose dive and motorists made their tires last 

longer to put off the cost of replacing them.  By the late 1930s, the economy  was slowly 

starting to pick up and Firestone began to build new retail outlets.  The store at 8th and La 

Brea  Avenue was built  in 1937  to  replace an  earlier  outlet at 9th  and  La  Brea.   The company  

historic-cultural monument  
application 

 

A n d / o r 
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Significance Work Sheet 
Continued 

 
 

chose the streamline Moderne design using porcelain covered steel as the main surface of the 

building.  The majority of the exterior is a mustard colored rectangular sheets with red (painted over 

the original black porcelain) trim for horizontal bands at the roof line, lower bulkheads and lentils 

above the bay entry and windows.  The cantilevered overhang of the dramatic engineered truss roof 

gave the building a most dramatic and ultra-modern look, making it the flagship store for the 

companies Los Angeles operations.  The use of porcelain steel in automotive buildings dates back a 

decade before with the material first appearing in service station construction, usually in 

prefabricated buildings.  This enabled the stations to be built along the same general lines, with 

variations for each of the different oil companies.  The Firestone Tire Building on La Brea utilizes the 

material as a significant design element, along with the design of the roof and the copious use of 

neon lighting to accent the building at night.  In a way, the building serves as its own signage by 

calling attention to itself as a means of marketing the product (Firestone tires).  Very little has been 

found on R. E. Ward, the structural engineer for the building.  According to the original building 

permit, he had California State license No. 2768 as an engineer.  It’s possible that the actual design 

of the building may have been drawn  up by an in-house architect at Firestone’s headquarters in Akron, 

but only Ward is credited with the design of the building.  Since no contractor is called out on the 

permit, it would indicate that the Firestone Company served as the general contractor for the 

project.  Whatever it’s origins, the design is unique and appears just as fresh today as it was in 1937.  

The building is still owned and operated by the company and stands as a visible reminder of what was 

once on the cutting edge of commercial design.  The building is called out as a historic resource in 

the Environmental Impact Reports for both the “Wilshire La Brea Project”, just to the North, and the 

Westside Subway Extension Project.  It is also cited in “Architecture in Los Angeles, The Compleat 

Guide”, by David Gebhart and Robert W. Winter.  An attachment describes the use of porcelain in 

commercial buildings during the 1930s.                            _ 

                                 _ 

                                  _ 

                                 _ 

                                 _ 
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Building Permit History 
2143 S. Victoria Avenue 

Los Angeles 
 

September 10, 1937: Building Permit No. 29955 to construct a 1-story 98’ X 125’ 
steel and masonry public garage at 800 S. La Brea Avenue, on 
Lots 263 & 117 of Tract No 4642, Wilshire Highlands. 

 Owner: Firestone Tire and Rubber Company 
 Architect: None 
 Engineer: R. E. Ward 
 Contractor: None 

Cost: $30,000.00 
 

February 7, 1938: Building Permit No. 3562 to construct a roof sign. 
 Owner: Firestone Tire Co. 
 Architect: None 
 Engineer: Aaron J. Smith 
 Contractor: Boston Neon Signs & Displays (on rear) 
 Cost: $2,100.00 
 
February 21, 1938: Building Permit No. 4852 for neon letters on roof.  
 Owner: Firestone Tire Co. 
 Architect: None 
 Engineer: None 
 Contractor: 20th Century Lites, Inc. 
 Cost: $250.00 
 
March 2, 1962: Building Permit No. LA 4150 for a 8’ X 24.7’ roof sign 

addition. 
 Owner: Firestone Tires 
 Architect: None 
 Engineer: V. K. Kelly 
 Contractor: Triple A Neon 
 Cost: $2,000.00 
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Firestone Tire Building, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 

 
Firestone Tire Building, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 



 
Firestone Tire Building, roof sign added in 1962, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 

 
Firestone Tire Building, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 



 
Firestone Tire Building, roof canopy, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 

 
Firestone Tire Building, porcelain wall, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 



 
Firestone Tire Building, original signage, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 

 
Firestone Tire Building, 8th Street facade, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 
 



 
Firestone Tire Building, 8th Street bay door, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 

 
Firestone Tire Building, garage interior showing skylights, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 

 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 
 



 
Firestone Tire Building, curve at corner, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

 

 
Firestone Tire Building, both facades, 800 S. La Brea Avenue, October 29, 2011 (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 
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